1. Introduction. The secondary characteristic classes of a sphere bundle with vanishing Euler class were introduced by Massey [10] . These classes provide the additional information over and above the cohomology structure of the base needed to determine the mod 2 cohomology of the total space as ring, as module over the cohomology of the base, and as module over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. It was for this purpose that these classes were originally defined. Subsequent work by Peterson and Stein [16], Meyer [13] , and the author [14] led to many new properties of secondary characteristic classes, including analogues of the Wu and Whitney formulas and reinterpretation of these classes in terms of functional cohomology operations (yielding in turn simpler proofs of formulas
1. Introduction. The secondary characteristic classes of a sphere bundle with vanishing Euler class were introduced by Massey [10] . These classes provide the additional information over and above the cohomology structure of the base needed to determine the mod 2 cohomology of the total space as ring, as module over the cohomology of the base, and as module over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. It was for this purpose that these classes were originally defined. Subsequent work by Peterson and Stein [16] , Meyer [13] , and the author [14] led to many new properties of secondary characteristic classes, including analogues of the Wu and Whitney formulas and reinterpretation of these classes in terms of functional cohomology operations (yielding in turn simpler proofs of formulas of [16] ).
In this paper we define secondary characteristic classes for an «-plane-bundle £ such that the top k Whitney classes wn_k + x,..., wn of f vanish. For k=l, these classes are the classes of Massey. By a theorem of Massey and Peterson [12] , these classes are the additional information needed to determine the cohomology of the total space of the associated bundle with fibre Vn¡k. We then prove analogues of the Wu and Whitney formulas.
Our secondary classes will be defined in terms of a functional cohomology operation, involving relative cup-product, defined by the basic method of Steenrod [17] on "Thorn" classes of the bundle. While our formal treatment of the algebraic properties of such operations, as well as the presentation of the Wu and Whitney formulas, has been greatly influenced by the paper of Meyer [13] , the operations we consider have smaller indeterminacy and the results obtained from these operations have the sharpness comparable to [16] . For other approaches to functional operations, see [15] , [3] , and [13] , These secondary classes are different from those of Adem and Gitler [4] , but are not entirely unrelated [9] , [8] .
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we state the main results on secondary characteristic classes. § §3 and 4 contain the algebraic formalism of functional cohomology operations, while in §5 we list some topological examples. §6 contains the definition and elementary properties of secondary characteristic classes; §7 relates these classes to the problem of computing the cohomology of the total space Presented in part to the Society, April 25,1964 under the title Whitney formulas for secondary characteristic classes; received by the editors January 23, 1967.
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of an appropriate fibration. The Wu formula is proved in §8, and the Whitney formulas in §9.
We would like to thank Professor F. P. Peterson, who originally suggested this problem to us, for many helpful conversations.
2. Results on secondary characteristic classes. In this section all cohomology is with Z2 for coefficients.
Let $ be an «-plane bundle over B; let k^n. Definition 2.1. £ is ^-special if h>((£)=0, n-k<i¿n. For a Ä>special bundle f, we will define a family of secondary characteristic classes <5>(I;j)(£)e H9(B) modulo a suitable indeterminacy, where n -k<j^n, I is a sequence {ix,...,ir} of nonnegative integers, and q=j-l + 2s '>• These characteristic classes are the components of a multiple characteristic class 0(f) which vanishes if f admits k linearly independent sections.
Let E be the total space of the bundle associated to f with fibre Vn¡k, the Stiefel manifold of /c-frames in «-space. Let A be the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, and R the semitensor product H*(B) O A [12] . In §7 we obtain the following consequence of [12, Theorem 5.2], which precisely describes H*(E), except for a certain extension.
Theorem 2.2. Let f be k-special. Then the R-algebra H*(E) is determined by Remark. Intuitively speaking, the P-algebra structure of H*(E) contains its ring structure, the action of H*(B), and the action of A. See [12] for the formal definitions.
In §6 we define certain polynomials Q(I; js) in the Whitney classes wx,..., wn_k. In §8 we prove the following analogue of the Wu formulas. (We omit to write the argument f whenever clarity permits.) 3. Algebraic functional operations. In this section we recall the algebraic formalism of functional primary cohomology operations. We work in the category of locally finitely generated graded left A-modules over a graded ring R and consider only homogeneous A-homomorphisms of appropriate degree.
Suppose C is a chain complex of free A-modules. The portion dx : d-* C0 of C determines a "functional transformation" as follows (writing d for dx). The proof of 3.3 is standard.
We now elucidate some naturality properties of the symbol <C, e, A>-First, naturality with respect to the triangle AProposition 3.4. Let (m,l,n): A'-> A be a map of exact triangles. Let e': C0-+M';put e=me: CQ^-M. Suppose <C, e', A'> Ù defined. Then <C, e, A> is defined and l#(C, e, A'>C<C, e, A>-Next we state a naturality property with respect to C, generalizing the most obvious statement to allow change of ring. Thus we assume we are given a ring homomorphism g:A'-*-A; via g, each A-module has a natural A'-structure. However, we still assume that C is A-free and that C, e, and A are defined over R. Proposition 3.5. Let C be a free chain complex over R' andfi. C -+Can R!-linear chain map. Let e: C0->-M; put e' = ef0: C¿-> M. Suppose <C, e, A> is defined.
Then <C', e, A> is defined andfx#(C, e, A>C<C', «', A>.
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 follow by inspection from the appropriate diagrams, which we leave to the reader to draw.
For the next proposition we assume C, e, and A are defined over R; C, e', and A' defined over R'; and g: R' ->• R. Proof. By 3.4 and 3.5 each side is contained in <C', ef0, A> = <C', me', A>, which has the asserted indeterminacy.
We now state the relation between algebraic functional operations and extensions, working over the fixed ring R. From the exact triangle A we may extract the short exact sequence S:0^ Coker p -> N-> Ker p -> 0 and obtain the element s e Ext¿(Ker p, Coker p) by applying the connecting homomorphism of S to the identity map of Ker p.
Suppose now that <C, e, A> is defined. Since Im e^Ker p and since ec/=0 we may view e : C -> Ker p as an augmentation of the free complex C to Ker p.
Let tt'.L^t Coker p be the projection. 4. Algebraic operations and relations. We now suppose that C0 and Cx have the fixed ordered homogeneous P-bases {c0l} and {cXj} respectively. Let d he associated to the matrix D = {dn} given by d(cX]) = 2i dnc0i. Let e be associated to the column vector E={e¡} given by £(c0i) = ej. Then to say <C, e, A> is defined is to say DE=0 and pE=0.
Of special interest is the value of <C, e, A> on the elements cxj, or, better still, on the vector cx={cx,}. 
is an immediate consequence of 3.3.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark. In the usual language of functional operations and relations, we would say that <Z), E, A> is the value of the functional operation arising from the ordered set of relations 2, djiel = 0, defined on the vector E satisfying pE=0.
The naturality properties 3.4-3.6 yield formulas for the operations <£>, E, A>-We state some of these.
Let A={akj} be a matrix over R. The proof is similar to that of 4.3.
Remark. It is perhaps apparent now why we have introduced the complex C rather than, as in [13] , simply the free module C0 and a homogeneous element of Ker e. Firstly, we wish to be able to consider vector-valued operations with the "diagonal" indeterminacy rather than the "total" indeterminacy, the sum of the indeterminacies of the component operations. Secondly, the linearity and changeof-variables properties 4.3-4.5 are more transparent. Thirdly, the formalism of the relation to extensions occurs more naturally.
5. Topological examples. In algebraic topology the usual source of exact triangles with rich algebraic structure is the cohomology sequence of a pair (or of a fibration in the stable range); pairs arise from maps. Thus for a map/: 7-> X, assumed an inclusion, we take for the exact triangle A the cohomology sequence of /, for some suitable cohomology theory and ring R, and leave open for the moment the question of which vertex will play the preferred rôle of M.
In particular, for a multiplicative theory, we may take R = H*(X), where R acts on H*(Y) viaf* and on H*(X, Y) via relative cup-product, since (under suitable sign conventions) A is a triangle of P-maps, according to the coboundary formula. For cohomology with coefficients in the prime field ZP we may take R = A, the modp Steenrod algebra. Or we may combine these two, taking R = H*(X) Q A, the semitensor product.
In these examples if we take M=H*(X) we obtain operations of the type considered in [13] . However, we note the possibility of taking M=H*(X, Y) to yield a functional operation involving relative cup-product. Our formulation of secondary characteristic classes is in exactly such terms. 6 . ^-special bundles. In this section we define the secondary characteristic classes of ^-special vector bundles and prove their elementary properties. For the remainder of the paper all cohomology is with Z2 as coefficients.
To fix notations, let f be an «-plane bundle over B; let k^n. Let p: E-+ B be the associated bundle with fibre Fn>Jc. Let T be the Thorn space (or cofibre) of p-i.e., T=Z/E, where Z is the mapping cylinder of p. F has a natural base-point, and H*(T) denotes reduced cohomology. Let/: P-> T be the inclusion.
Following Massey and Peterson [12], we recall that the universal example for such an associated bundle is given by E=BO(n -k) and B=BO(n). In this case j*:H*(T)-+H*(B) maps H*(T) monomorphically onto the ideal J = J(n,k)
generated by the u>,, n-k<i^n, in the polynomial ringZ2[wx,..., wn]. Proof. In the universal example, since j* is a monomorphism, 6.6 follows from 6.2. The general case follows by naturality.
We now consider ^-special bundles, as defined in 2.1. Proof. Exactness at M is obvious. Exactness at C0 follows from the freeness of M over H*(B) and the observation that the Sq' generate A.
Remark. It would thus be possible, for the succeeding discussion, to replace in 7.3 the set of sequences / with any set of generators for the algebra A.
By 7.4 we may extend the augmented complex d: Cx -*■ C0 to a free resolution C of M. By 3.7 O determines an element, also denoted O, of Exti,x(M, H*(B)). Recall that the sequence 5 also determines an element s of this group. Whitehead [19] asserts that the tangent bundle t of Sn does not admit a 2m-field. Their proof for m and s positive may be reinterpreted as follows. Consider t as a ¿-special «-plane bundle with k = 2m. Then <S>(k; n-k+l)(r)^0.
Example 7.8. t+1 is trivial; thus by 7.6 <£>(k;n-k+l)(r+l)=0, which apparently contradicts 6.12. It does not. While the indeterminacy of í>(¿; « -k+ 1)(t) is zero, that of í>(¿; n-k+ l)(r+ 1) is the entire group Hn(Sn). A computation verifies that the equality holds modulo the sum of the indeterminacies of the various terms of 2.3-i.e., modulo the total indeterminacy. This completes the proof of 2.3.
We state the following sharpening of 2.3 and leave the proof to the reader. a universal example for ¿-special «'-plane bundles (see [11] for existence). Under the cohomology map induced by B' -> BO(n'), the polynomial subalgebra of H*(BO(n')) generated by the w[ for /_«' -k is monomorphically embedded in H*(B'). We have the map/: Ta T' -> T" and the monomorphism j*®l: H*(T) S #•(!")-► 77*(A) $ H*(T).
The 17/ are independent over 77*(Ä) ® /7*(A') in 77*(7i) <g 7/*(7"). Thus we may equate coefficients in the expansions of (j* ® l)f*(Sq'U¡') and (J* ® l)Sq'f*(U'i) expanding by 6.7(c) and 9.1. So doing completes the proof. Theorem 9.5. Suppose f is k-special and kfkn. Let z e 0(f). Put y(I;j)= 2 Sq''ws®z(I";t).
Then y e 0(f © f').
Corollary 9.6. Suppose f and f are both k-special. Then 0(f © f') = 0.
